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In this paper we consider the Rectilinear Minimum Link Path Problem among rectilinear
obstacles in three dimensions. The problem is well studied in two dimensions, but is
relatively unexplored in higher dimensions. We solve the problem in O (βn logn) time,
where n is the number of corners among all obstacles, and β is the size of a binary space
partition (BSP) decomposition of the space containing the obstacles. There exist methods
to ﬁnd a BSP where in the worst-case β = (n3/2), giving us an overall worst-case time of
O (n5/2 logn). Previously known algorithms have had worst-case running times of (n3).
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The Euclidean Shortest Path Problem attempts to ﬁnd a path between two points in a geometric scene containing obstacles.
The problem has been the central subject in a number of surveys and chapters of books [14,15], as well as Ph.D. theses,
such as that of Mitchell from 1986 [13].
The Minimum Link Path Problem (sometimes referred to as the Minimum Bends Path Problem) poses a variation on this
problem. The problem attempts to ﬁnd, in an environment with obstacles, a path between two points that has a minimum
number of turns. Equivalently, one can minimize the number of straight line segments, or “links”, in the path. This value is
known as the link-distance between the points. An entire chapter in [11] is devoted to the subject of link-distance problems.
Rectilinear versions of this problem received considerable attention during the early and mid 1990’s, including [2,8–10,
16]. Most of these treatments have been conﬁned to just two dimensions, since much of the interest in this problem has
been motivated by applications in VLSI [8]. A notable exception comes from deBerg, et al. who have considered rectilinear
variants of the shortest path problem in d dimensions [2]. They describe an O (nd logn) method to solve a combined metric
problem where the objective is to minimize the total distance traveled, plus some constant C times the total number of
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D.P. Wagner et al. / Computational Geometry 42 (2009) 376–387 377bends in the path. Setting C to zero or to a suﬃciently high number solves the Euclidean Shortest Path Problem, or the
Minimum Link Path Problem, respectively.
Here we focus on the Minimum Link Path Problem with rectilinear (axis-parallel) paths among non-intersecting recti-
linear obstacles (with axis-perpendicular faces) in three dimensions. This problem is motivated by applications in which
moving in a straight line incurs a similar cost, regardless of the distance traveled (for example, in routing a cell phone
signal between towers, or when calculating fuel costs in space travel), or where turning is a relatively expensive operation
(for example, with heavy machinery that is diﬃcult to turn). Another motivation for our consideration of this problem is its
application to homogeneous modular robots, as described in [5].
We present an algorithm that improves on the previously best known bound of O (n3) and runs in O (βn logn) time,
where n is the total number of vertices (corners) among all obstacles, and β is the size of a binary space partition de-
composition of the space containing the obstacles. There are algorithms that ﬁnd a Binary Space Partition where in the
worst-case β = (n3/2), although in many practical circumstances, β ≈ (n) [18].
An implementation and some experimental results are included in the thesis of Wagner. The experimental running time
growth of the implementation appearing there was much closer to linear than to the worst-case bound of O (n5/2 logn)
proven here. Further analysis is needed to determine the cause this disparity, but it might be attributed in part to the short
link distances of the solutions, or to the low complexity of the randomly generated obstacles [20].
1.1. Previous 2-D Minimum Link Path algorithms and their generalizations to 3-D
Lee pioneered breadth-ﬁrst-search routing strategies in the plane, applying them to two-dimensional VLSI circuits in the
early 1960’s. His method involved ﬁrst breaking down the plane into a set of O (n)× O (n) grid cells, where n is the number
of corners among all obstacles. The cells are delineated by the extension of every obstacle edge. Cells are then searched
iteratively, and are marked as they are searched, so as to avoid searching the same cell twice. Using this framework, many
techniques applicable to VLSI have been developed [7].
Although Lee was primarily concerned with minimizing the forward distance traveled, a slightly modiﬁed breadth-ﬁrst-
search strategy solves the minimum link path problem in two dimensions in O (n2) time. This method can be extended to
d dimensions, running in O (dnd) time [20].
In 1968, Mikami and Tabuchi attempted to improve on the running time of the breadth-ﬁrst search method by reducing
the number of priority queue operations. Their algorithm is a small modiﬁcation of breadth-ﬁrst search. It searches through
the grid by lines of cells instead of by individual cells. They observed that it is not necessary to insert every cell into the
priority queue if an entire line of cells can be processed between priority queue operations [12].
Although this method drastically reduces the number of priority queue operations, the algorithm still takes O (dnd) time
in d dimensions since each cell in the grid decomposition must be inspected.
In 1986, Sato, Sakanaka, and Ohtsuki were the ﬁrst to improve on the O (n2) worst-case running time of the breadth-ﬁrst
search algorithms solving the two-dimensional minimum link path problem. They did this by eliminating the use of a grid
decomposition. Their method begins with a rectangular decomposition of the plane, and iteratively searches through the set
of rectangles forming this decomposition. The Sato–Sakanaka–Ohtsuki algorithm runs in O (n logn) time [19].
In 2001, Fitch, Butler, and Rus extended the Sato–Sakanaka–Ohtsuki method to three dimensions, giving an algorithm
that iterates over O (n) instances of the Sato–Sakanaka–Ohtsuki algorithm simultaneously. Their method solves the three-
dimensional problem in O (n2 logn) time in many practical cases, but still has an (n3) worst-case running time [5].
In 1987, Suzuki, Ohtsuki, and Sato developed another O (n logn) method solving the Minimum Link Path Problem, based
on searching through a set of line segments. In this method the path is conﬁned to a set of line segments that run along
obstacle edges. These segments are located parallel to and just outside every edge of every obstacle, and each segment
extends in both directions until it reaches an obstacle. If there exists any path solving the problem, then there must be an
optimal path that travels along these line segments exclusively. So, an optimal path can be found by a breadth-ﬁrst search
through this set of line segments.
To our knowledge, extending this method into higher dimensions has not been done previously, but a possible approach
is mentioned in Chapter 7 of Wagner’s thesis [20], and is considered for future work.
1.2. Our approach
The algorithm described here solving the three-dimensional problem follows an approach similar to the breadth-ﬁrst-
search based methods mentioned above, but saves time by using a binary space partition (BSP) decomposition of space
instead of a grid decomposition or a tiling. In addition to the use of the BSP, several novel ideas are introduced, including
using a sweep plane to extend the frontier rather than iterating over an adjacency list, and using a variation on the segment
tree data structure, described in Wagner’s thesis, to store sweep plane information [20].
This method runs in O (βn logn + η) time, where n is the number of corners among all obstacles, β is the size of a
decomposition, and η is the time needed to compute the all neighbors relationship between cells in the decomposition. We
assume η includes the time to build the decomposition itself, since we expect building the decomposition is much faster
than computing its neighbor relationships. Although the algorithm described here will work with any decomposition, we
use the BSP decomposition of Paterson and Yao here in order to achieve an improvement on the running time. The O (n3/2)
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such a decomposition result in an overall O (n5/2 logn) running time [4,18].
1.3. Outline of the paper
The paper begins by describing the set of allowable inputs to the problem and the properties of legal paths. It then
describes a series of preprocessing steps, ﬁrst partitioning obstacle faces into rectangles, next constructing a binary space
partition based on these rectangles, and then computing all neighbor relationship between the cells of the binary space
partition.
The paper then examines all possibilities for an optimal path through a cell of the decomposition, from the point where
the path enters the cell to the point where it exits the cell. It also describes a sweep-plane algorithm that keeps track of
how paths cross cell boundaries and pass through cells. The sweep plane uses a variation of the segment tree data structure
to store paths that it carries forward between cells. The events that cause a change in the state of the sweep plane are
listed, and criteria for ordering these events in a priority queue are given. The set of operations on the segment tree data
structure are also described.
Finally, the entire algorithm is described bringing together the above techniques. Pseudocode examples and an analysis
of the time and space complexity are given.
2. Deﬁning the problem
In this section we discuss some points relating to the deﬁnition of the problem. We note that there are other ways to
deﬁne this problem, and some of these possibilities are discussed.
2.1. Input to the algorithm
The input to our algorithm solving the Minimum Link Path Problem consists of a starting point, a destination point,
and an eﬃcient representation of the exterior faces of a set of disjoint rectilinear obstacles, where a rectilinear obstacle is
deﬁned to be a closed polyhedron whose faces are axis-perpendicular. We do not allow obstacles to intersect, except along
their edges or at their vertices (corners).
In particular, we do not allow interior faces (faces with an obstacle on either side), interior edges (edges that separate
two adjacent coplanar faces), or interior vertices (degree two vertices that separate two adjacent collinear line segments).
Representations that do not meet this requirement can be modiﬁed to meet them by ﬁrst eliminating interior faces, then
interior edges, and ﬁnally interior vertices. Obstacles are allowed to intersect in a vertex or along an edge, but in these cases
they are represented as separate obstacles, with shared vertices and edges being duplicated.
Note that every vertex will be of degree three (one edge in each dimension) and every edge will be adjacent to exactly
two faces. We assume that the obstacles are represented using Baumgart’s winged-edge representation [1], although other
representations (e.g. Guibas and Stolﬁ’s quad-edge data structure [6]) would work equally well. We let n be the total number
of vertices in this representation.
2.2. Paths solving the problem
A path solving this problem should consist of a series of axis-parallel line segments that form a continuous path con-
necting the starting point and ﬁnishing point, such that none of the line segments intersect the interior of any obstacle.
This path should have the minimum number of line segments among all such paths.
One slightly obscure but nevertheless important consideration is deciding whether a path that travels along the surface
of an obstacle can intersect the obstacle face, or can only approach the face in the limit. We chose to disallow paths that
intersect an obstacle face, and only allow paths to approach the face in the limit. It is straightforward to translate the former
problem into the latter, so our algorithm can solve either variant.
3. Overview of the algorithm
The algorithm iterates over the number of bends, ﬁrst ﬁnding all points reachable by paths with zero bends, then all
points reachable by paths with one bend, and so on, until the destination point is found.
In each iteration, the set of points reachable in the given number of bends is found using a set of sweep plane operations.
The sweep plane travels across the regions of space formed by the binary space partition, which we call blocks. As it
encounters these blocks it updates the state of the sweep plane and computes information about paths that leave a current
path by making one or more bends. This path information is stored in a priority queue, to be retrieved and processed during
later sweeps.
The ﬁrst iteration begins with six sweeps, each of which follows the zero-bend path from the starting point in a par-
ticular axis-parallel direction. In the next iteration, six more sweeps are performed, each of which traces out all one-bend
paths whose last segment is in a particular direction, and so on.
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reachable by a path containing exactly b bends, with the last segment of the path traveling in direction D. As the plane
sweeps across the various blocks, it is updated by adding or removing regions of reachable points. There are three kinds of
events that can modify the set of points in the sweep plane or in the priority queue.
First, when the plane encounters the leading face of an obstacle, any points in the sweep plane that lie within the region
corresponding to the obstacle face are removed from the sweep plane.
Second, whenever the sweep plane encounters an empty block that may contain points that have not yet been reached,
the sweep plane is examine to ﬁnd all paths that enter that block through the leading face. Optimal paths are then generated
from this set of entry points to every possible exit point on all six faces of the block. The resulting paths are then stored in
the priority queue, to be processed during future sweep operations.
Third, when the sweep plane reaches the trailing face of an empty block, any outgoing paths of bend distance b and
direction D that were previously inserted into the priority queue are added to the sweep plane. In this way paths that
entered the block with a smaller number of bends and then turned one or more times to reach the exit face are merged
with paths that swept across the block and were represented in the sweep plane. Thus all minimal paths with a given bend
distance ending in the direction that the sweep plane is moving are eventually found during the sweep operation.
4. Preprocessing
Preprocessing for the algorithm takes place in several stages. First, all rectilinear faces of all obstacles are partitioned
into rectangles, which we call subfaces. Second, this set of rectangles is used to deﬁne a binary space partition of the
space containing the obstacles. The binary space partition fragments the subfaces into smaller pieces which we call subface
fragments and partitions space into smaller rectangular pieces which we call blocks. Third, all pairs of neighbors in the
binary space partition are computed.
4.1. Partitioning into subfaces
The ﬁrst step of preprocessing is to partition all rectilinear obstacle faces into rectangular subfaces. This can be done by
any of a number of eﬃcient partitioning methods. For concreteness we assume that the O (n logn) time algorithm described
by Ohtsuki is used [17]. This algorithm adds a horizontal line segment (where horizontal is deﬁned in each dimension to
be an arbitrarily chosen ﬁxed axis-perpendicular orientation) at each concave corner of each polygon. Each of these dividing
segments extends across the interior of the polygon until it encounters an edge. The following property bounds the number
of subfaces.
Property 4.1. The partition of the faces of a set of three-dimensional rectilinear polyhedra having n total corners using Ohtsuki’s method
results in at most n − 3 subfaces in each dimension.
We now prove some facts about the number of subfaces in each dimension.
Deﬁnition 4.2 ( f i ). Let f i be the number of subfaces perpendicular to the i-axis.
Lemma 4.3. For i ∈ {x, y, z} we have n/4 f i  n.
Proof. The ﬁrst inequality follows from the fact that a subface can have at most four of the n original corners at its vertices,
and every original corner must be a corner of at least one subface in each dimension. The second inequality follows from
Property 4.1. 
Corollary 4.4. For i, j ∈ {x, y, z} we have fi  4 f j .
4.2. Binary space partitioning
Once the obstacle faces have been partitioned into rectangular obstacle subfaces, the second step is to compute a binary
space partition (BSP) of the space containing these subfaces. This can be done using any eﬃcient method, but for concrete-
ness we assume that the BSP described by Paterson and Yao is used [18]. A binary space partition (BSP) is a subdivision of a
d-space, based on a given set of (d − 1)-dimensional objects. All of d-space is partitioned into d-dimensional regions, such
that each of the regions contains at most a constant number of fragments of the original (d − 1)-dimensional objects.
A binary space partition is frequently represented as a binary tree. Each node of the tree represents a region of d-space,
and the two children of a node are the two smaller sub-regions into which the larger region is divided. In our algorithm the
divisions are always along axis-perpendicular planes, and the leaves of the tree designate regions that are either entirely
within an obstacle or entirely outside all the obstacles. The starting and ending points are considered zero-dimensional
obstacles, and each gets its own leaf.
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blocks that are within an obstacle obstacle blocks. The problem then reduces to searching for an optimal path through the
set of empty blocks. We can determine if a block is an empty block or an obstacle block in constant time, by testing the
block against the splitting face in the block’s parent in the BSP tree.
Theorem 4.5. Space can be subdivided into O (n3/2) blocks, including both obstacle blocks and empty blocks, by a binary space parti-
tion.
Proof. Paterson and Yao [18] show that the number of fragments resulting from their algorithm is O (n3/2). The blocks are
at the leaves in our tree representation of a BSP, and in Paterson and Yao’s algorithm each internal node of the tree uses the
plane through one or more subface fragments to partition its region. Thus the number of internal nodes is no larger than
the number of fragments. In a binary tree, the number of leaves is one more than the number of internal nodes, giving us
O (n3/2) leaves and blocks. 
4.3. Neighbors in a binary space partition
As described earlier, our algorithm runs six sweep planes through space for each bend distance. If every sweep plane
must process every block, then a total of O (βl) blocks must be processed, where l is the link length of the solution to the
problem. Since l can be as big as (n), this means that O (n5/2) blocks may be processed. In order to reduce the number
of blocks processed, it will be useful to know which blocks share a face with each other in space. We will call such pairs
neighbors.
We describe a O (βn) time algorithm, Find-Neighbors, that returns the graph of all neighbor relations. By comparison,
subface partitioning takes O (n logn) time and binary space partitioning takes O (β) time, so preprocessing is therefore
dominated by the amount of time expended building this neighbor graph. The time spent in sweep plane operations also
depends in part on the size of the neighbor graph.
4.3.1. Counting blocks in a plane
Consider the set of all edges surrounding all obstacle subfaces. The following deﬁnition is found in Paterson and Yao [18]:
Deﬁnition 4.6 (pi ). Deﬁne pi to be the number of subface edges running parallel to the i-axis, for i ∈ {x, y, z}. Count four
edges surrounding each subface, even though edges may be shared.
Without loss of generality, assume pz  py  px . We can show that px is not too much bigger than pz .
Lemma 4.7. px  4pz.
Proof. From the deﬁnitions of pi (Deﬁnition 4.6) and f i (Deﬁnition 4.2), it follows that for any permutation {i, j,k} of
{x, y, z}, we have
pi = 2 f j + 2 fk.
Using these deﬁnitions and Corollary 4.4 we have
px = 2 f y + 2 f z
 2(4 fx) + 2(4 f y)
= 4(2 fx + 2 f y)
= 4pz. 
Deﬁnition 4.8 (i-cut). For i ∈ {x, y, z}, deﬁne an i-cut to be any of the rectangles that divided a region of space during the
course of a BSP decomposition, and that is perpendicular to the i-axis.
Any edge in the tree representation of a BSP corresponds to an i-cut. A path from the root of the tree to a leaf will
thereby travel through a series of x, y, and z-cuts. Paterson and Yao give bounds for the maximum number of x-cuts,
y-cuts, and z-cuts.
Lemma 4.9. For i ∈ {x, y, z}, the number of i-cuts along any path from the root to a leaf is at most 1 (lg(11pxpy/pz)).2
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largest of the three is
max
{
lg(px/pz),
1
2
(
lg(11pxpy/pz)
)}
.
From Theorem 4.7 we have pz  py  px  4pz . Therefore,
lg(px/pz)
1
2
(
lg(11pxpy/pz)
)
. 
This lemma yields the following:
Lemma 4.10. The number of i-cuts and j-cuts, where i, j ∈ {x, y, z}, along any path from the root to a leaf of a BSP-Tree decomposition
of the space containing the obstacles is at most lg(44px).
Proof. For any i the number of i-cuts is bound by
1
2
(
lg(11pxpy/pz)
)
 1
2
(
lg
(
11pxpx/(px/4)
))
= 1
2
(
lg(44px)
)
.
Allowing cuts in two dimensions doubles this bound. 
Theorem 4.11. A plane can pass through the interior of at most O (n) blocks of a BSP decomposition of space.
Proof. Consider a plane that passes through the BSP decomposition perpendicular to the i-axis. The set of blocks that it
intersects can be found by following all branches of the BSP-Tree except branches of i-cuts that face away from the plane in
question. This pruned tree has the same number of leaves as a tree that can have cuts in only two of the three dimensions.
By Lemma 4.10, the number of cuts along any path from the root to any leaf of such a tree is at most lg(44px). Since
px = O (n) this tree has O (n) leaves. 
4.3.2. Counting neighbors
Theorem 4.12. There are at most O (βn) neighbor relationships between pairs of blocks, and between empty blocks and obstacle
subfaces.
Proof. By Theorem 4.11 each block can have at most O (n) neighboring blocks across a given face. Furthermore, there are
O (n) obstacle subfaces by Property 4.1, so each block can have at most O (n) neighboring subfaces. The total number of
blocks is O (β) as given in Theorem 4.5. This limits the total number of neighbor relationships to O (βn). 
The bound given in Theorem 4.12 is not known to be tight. A deeper analysis might yield a smaller number of neighbor
relationships; however the stated bound is suﬃcient for our purposes.
Ultimately, the algorithm needs to know all neighbors of an empty block B across a particular block face, F . It is possible
to ﬁnd all blocks incident to the plane containing F by traversing the pruned tree described in the proof of Theorem 4.11,
and testing each to see if it is a neighbor of F . We can ﬁnd all obstacle subfaces incident to this plane by simply testing
each one in turn.
Theorem 4.13. The total time to determine all neighbors in procedure Find-Neighbors is O (βn).
5. Paths through blocks
The primary goal of each iteration of the sweep plane is to examine all optimal paths of a given bend distance and to
follow those paths to a point where they can be stored for a future iterations. The primary mechanism used to accomplish
this is the “block”, as deﬁned in Section 4.2.
At each iteration of the sweep plane, all paths that enter a block with a given bend distance are examined, and all
possibilities for their exit are stored for a future iteration. We therefore wish to understand the ways that an optimal path
can travel through a block and the resulting possible exits from the block. This section examines the kinds of optimal paths
that can travel through an empty block.
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Table 1
Three classes of exit point conﬁgurations from a single point of entry.
Class Point Conﬁguration on Exit Face
Class A Entire Exit Face
Class B Line Segment Spanning Exit Face
Class C Single Point on Exit Face
Table 2
The relationships between path type, exit point conﬁguration, and number of bends in an
optimal path through a block.
# of bends 0 1 2 3
Through Paths C – B A
Right Angle Paths – B A –
U-Turn Paths – – B A
5.1. Classiﬁcation of paths through a block
When the sweep plane reaches a block, an examination of the block must answer the following question: “Given the
set of all points on a single face of the block through which optimal paths can enter with the speciﬁed bend distance,
what conﬁguration of exit points could be generated by the continuations of optimal paths, and what are the optimal bend
distances to the exit points?”
To begin answering this, we deﬁne three kinds of paths that could travel through a block, based on the choice of their
exit face:
Deﬁnition 5.1 (Through Paths). Paths exiting the block through the face opposite to the one through which they entered.
Deﬁnition 5.2 (Right Angle Paths). Paths exiting the block through one of the four faces that are not parallel to the entry face.
(We use “Right Angle” here to indicate the angle between the entry and exit faces. The path itself could contain multiple
right angle turns.)
Deﬁnition 5.3 (U-Turn Paths). Paths entering and exiting the block through the same face.
Fig.1 gives some examples of these paths.
From a single entry point, a given path type and a given number of bends permitted within the block result in a
particular conﬁguration of exit points through the exit face. We classify these into three conﬁgurations of exit points.
Table 1 describes the possibilities for these conﬁgurations.
Table 2 describes all relationships between the exit face of a path, the number of bends the path takes within a block,
and the conﬁguration of exit points. Any paths with additional bends beyond those listed in this table will be suboptimal.
5.2. Generating exit paths
When a block is processed, only the set of paths represented in the sweep plane could enter the block. Thus, given an
entry face and this set of entry points, we would like to generate the appropriate sets of exit points resulting from the paths
described above and insert those paths back into the priority queue. An optimal path through a block with a given number
of bends and belonging to one of the three classes (Through, U-Turn, and Right Angle) can have exit points belonging to
one of the three classes depicted in Fig. 2 (therein called Class A, B, and C). Therefore it is suﬃcient to consider only these
conﬁgurations of exit points for insertion into the priority queue.
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• Class A point conﬁgurations cover an entire exit face. Thus, from any entry point or points, the complete rectangular
outgoing face of the block is available for exit.
• Class B exit points resulting from a single entry point lie in one of the line segments formed by the intersection of
a plane containing the entry point and an exit face. The paths that lead to these points must remain within one of the
two planes perpendicular to the face that contains the entry point.
The set of Class B exit points associated with all points entering through an entry face and exiting through a speciﬁc
exit face is the collection of all parallel line segments that are deﬁned by the intersection of the plane of a point of
entry and the exit face. Another way to visualize this is to project the entry data onto one of its axes, and then sweep
the resulting set of intervals across the outgoing face, creating a set of stripes that span the exit face.
All six faces have Class B points exiting them. The entry face, and the face opposite it, each have two sets of
Class B points exiting through them, one set striped in each direction, each perpendicular to the direction of en-
try into the block. The remaining faces can only be striped in a single direction, parallel to the direction of entry into
the block.
• Class C exit points are identical in conﬁguration to the set of incoming points. This data could be complex, so copying
it in its entirety at every block entry would be prohibitively time consuming. This is the reason that we employ a sweep
plane. The sweep plane carries the same data forward from block to block without copying.
6. Maintaining the sweep plane
As outlined in Section 3, we use a sweep plane to track paths as they move through blocks. A sweep plane stores the
region of points reachable by paths of a particular bend distance whose last segment is in the direction of the sweep.
Various events cause the contents of the sweep plane to change.
6.1. Sweep plane events
Events that cause changes to the contents of the sweep plane are:
• [OutgoingPath] A set of paths leaving a face of an empty block is encountered.
• [ObstacleFace] An obstacle face is encountered.
• [EmptyBlock] The entry face into an empty block is encountered.
These events are stored in a priority queue. The information stored in an event record includes the type of the event
(eventType), the bend distance (benddist) and direction (dir) of the ﬁnal segment of all paths affected by the event, the
coordinate along the sweep path at which the event occurs (coord), the region of points affected by the event, and which
block is involved.
6.2. Priority queue operations
A priority queue with the standard operations InsertPriorityQ, RemoveMinPriorityQ, and EmptyPriorityQ is used to
sequence the sweep plane events. The priority queue is sorted lexicographically on [benddist, dir, coord, eventType]. A new
sweep plane is started for each new combination of benddist and dir, and coordinates are sorted front to back in direc-
tion dir, so the sweep plane progresses in direction dir as coord increases. Event types are ordered [OutgoingPath,
ObstacleFace, EmptyBlock].
The same EmptyBlock or ObstacleFace event may be added to the priority queue multiple times by different
neighbors or by the same neighbor entered from different directions. We assume that the priority queue eliminates dupli-
cates, keeping only one copy of each event inserted.
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The running times of the two-dimensional segment tree operations.
New2DTree O (n2)
InsertRect O (log2 n)
InsertStripedRect O (n logn)
ClearRect O (n logn)
QueryRect O (log2 n)
ProjectRect O (n logn)
Algorithm 1. SweepPlaneEvent(Q ,Plane, ev,benddist,dir).
Given: The priority queue Q , the sweep plane Plane, an event ev, the current bend distance
benddist, and direction of the sweep dir.
1: if ( ev.eventType = EmptyBlock ) then
2: if ( ev.block.benddist  benddist − 3 ) then
3: ClearRect(Plane, ev.rect)
4: else if ( QueryRect(Plane, ev.rect) ) then
5: InsertPriorityQ(Q ,OutgoingPath,ClassAPaths(ev.block, Plane,dir))
6: InsertPriorityQ(Q ,OutgoingPath,ClassBPaths(ev.block, Plane,dir))
7: InsertPriorityQ(Q ,OutgoingPath,ClassCPaths(ev.block, Plane,dir))
8: else if ( ev.eventType = ObstacleFace ) then
9: ClearRect(Plane, ev.rect)
10: else if ( ev.eventType = OutgoingPath ) then
11: InsertPathData(Plane, ev)
12: InsertPriorityQ(Q ,EmptyBlock, {ev.block.neighbors.dir,benddist, dir})
13: InsertPriorityQ(Q ,ObstacleFace, {ev.block.obsneighbors.dir, benddist,dir})
6.3. Operations on the sweep plane
The following operations are used to update the sweep plane or to create a new sweep plane.
• New2DTree
Returns a new two-dimensional segment tree to represent the sweep plane.
• InsertRect(Plane, rect)
Insert the rectangle rect into the sweep plane.
• InsertStripedRect(Plane, stripedRect)
Insert a set of rectangles, all of which have the same left and right coordinates, into the sweep plane. (This can be done
more eﬃciently than inserting the rectangles individually.)
• ClearRect(Plane, rect)
Remove all points from the sweep plane that lie within the rectangle rect.
• QueryRect(Plane, rect)
Query the sweep plane, returning TRUE if it contains any points within the rectangle rect.
• ProjectRect(Plane, rect,pDir)
Return the projection of the contents of the sweep plant that lie within rectangle rect onto one of the axes. The choice
of axis is indicated by sDir.
Note that all of the operations involve adding or removing rectangular regions from the sweep plane. The result of these
operations is a boolean combination of axis-aligned rectangles, and such regions can be represented and updated eﬃciently
using a 2-dimensional segment tree designed for this purpose. The details of this 2-dimensional segment tree appear in
Wagner’s thesis [20], along with the implementation and analysis of each of the operations described above. Their inclusion
would make this paper too long, so they are omitted.
The running times of the operations are listed in Table 3, and the bounds stated there are proved in Chapter 5 of [20].
6.4. Processing events
The function SweepPlaneEvent processes a single event encountered by the sweep plane (see Algorithm 1). It uses the
following functions.
• ClassAPaths,ClassBPaths,ClassCPaths: Return the set of Class A, B, or C paths exiting the given block that need to be
inserted into the sweep plane, along with their path type. Note that Class C paths are never inserted into the sweep
plane, so the ClassCPaths function just returns the Class C path type and an empty set of paths.
• InsertPathData: Insert the path data into the sweep plane. For Class A paths this is accomplished via a call to
InsertRect. For Class B paths this is accomplished via a call to InsertStripedRect. For Class C paths there is no data to
insert.
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paths and generate EmptyBlock and ObstacleFace events for block neighbors in the direction of the sweep. This is
why Class C paths generate an OutgoingPath event, even though no new paths are added to the sweep plane. If they did
not, neighboring blocks would not get processed.
Second, if an EmptyBlock event has a bend distance at least 3 greater than the bend distance of the of the path that
ﬁrst reached the block, all shortest paths through the block have already been explored. Therefore the block does not need
be processed.
This is important, since our run time analysis depends on empty blocks being processed in at most a constant number
of the sweeps. Note, also, that if the paths entering the empty block were allowed to proceed, these paths would continue
to encounter obstacles, and we might process these obstacle faces in more sweeps than necessary. Therefore we treat an
empty block that has been fully explored like an obstacle and clear all paths that would enter it.
Theorem 6.1. The SweepPlaneEvent function takes O (n logn + m logn) time, where m is the number of neighbors of the block
associated with the given event.
Proof. Processing an EmptyBlock or an ObstacleFace event results in a constant number of calls to a subset of
ClearRect, QueryRect, and ProjectRect (called by ClassBPaths). At most a constant number of events are inserted in
the priority queue. Processing these events takes O (n logn) time.
Processing an OutgoingPath event can result in a call to InsertRect or InsertStripedRect, taking O (n logn) time. This
is followed by a priority queue insertion for every neighboring empty block or obstacle face in the current sweep direction,
which can be done in O (m logn) time. 
7. An O (βn logn) algorithm based on binary space partition
This section gives pseudocode for the main result, which is a new algorithm, Find-MinLinkDist, for the Rectilinear
Minimum-Link Path problem in three dimensions. An analysis of the running time and space requirements are also given
here.
The algorithm uses the following helper functions (see Algorithm 2).
• InitializePriorityQ: Insert into the priority queue OutgoingPath events leaving the starting block and hav-
ing zero bends. Insert any neighboring blocks as EmptyBlock events, and any neighboring obstacles subfaces as
ObstacleFace events.
• Rect-Partition: Partition the given face into rectangles.
• Find-BSP: Construct a binary space partition of the given rectangles.
• TreeLeaves: Return the set of all leaves of a tree.
• Find-Neighbors: Compute the neighbor graph, using the method described in Section 4.3, and update the neighbor list
in each block.
The runtime and space analyses rely on the following fact.
Lemma 7.1. The number of events removed from the priority queue is O (β).
Algorithm 2. Find-MinLinkDist(S,obsFaces, s, t).
Given: A three-dimensional space S , a list of obstacle faces obsFaces in the space, a starting point s,
and a terminating point t
Return: The link-distance between s and t
1: Q ← new PriorityQueue
2: sweepPlane ← New2DTree
3: subfaces ← Rect-Partition(obsFaces, s, t)
4: bsptree ← Find-BSP(subfaces)
5: blocks ← TreeLeaves(bsptree)
6: Find-Neighbors(bsptree,blocks, subfaces)
7: InitializePriorityQ(Q , s)
8: benddist ← 0;dir ← 0
9: while ( not EmptyPriorityQ(Q ) ) do
10: event ← RemoveMinPriorityQ(Q )
11: if ( event.benddist = benddist or event.dir = dir ) then
12: ClearRect(sweepPlane, sweepPlane.boundingRect) // Start new sweep
13: benddist ← event.benddist
14: dir ← event.dir
15: SweepPlaneEvent(Q , sweepPlane, event,benddist,dir)
16: return t.benddist
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unique combination of event block, event bend distance, event direction, and event type.
A block or obstacle face can only be inserted into the priority queue with a constant number of different bend distances.
Once a block is discovered, all neighboring blocks will be discovered within at most 3 more bends. They will stop generating
OutgoingPath events 3 bends after that. After that the face or block will never be inserted into the queue again.
The number of combinations is proportional to the number of blocks, O (β), since there are also a constant number of
event types and directions. 
We now can analyze the algorithm’s time and space requirements.
Theorem 7.2. The algorithm Find-MinLinkDist ﬁnds the Link-Distance between s and t in O (βn logn) time.
Proof. The most expensive initialization step is the call to Find-Neighbors, which, by Theorem 4.13, takes time O (βn).
Within the loop, ClearRect cannot be called more than once per item removed from the priority queue, so its total cost
will be at most O (β) times O (n logn). The SweepPlaneEvent function takes O (n logn +m logn) time per call, where m is
the number of neighbors of the block associated with the given event, It is called once every time an event is removed from
the priority queue, or O (β) times. The total number of neighbors relationships is O (βn). Therefore, the total time spent in
SweepPlaneEvent calls is O (βn logn). 
Theorem 7.3. The space requirements of Find-MinLinkDist are O (βn) or O (n5/2).
Proof. The largest data structure is the neighbor graph stored in the blocks, where each of O (β) blocks can have O (n)
neighbors. The priority queue can grow to size O (β), and a constant fraction the event data structures in the queue will
contain segment trees of size O (n). Thus the priority queue can also grow to size O (βn). 
7.1. Constructing the path
The algorithm, as we have discussed it thus far, only returns the number of links in a minimum link path. Of course, it
would be useful to know what the actual path is, as well as its link-distance. The standard approach used by Dijkstra [3] of
“back-linking” to build a tree of parent pointers, with each node pointing to a predecessor node, fails.
The major diﬃculty occurs when data in the two-dimensional the sweep plane is projected onto a single dimension
when dealing with Class B paths. It is possible for projections of disjoint regions in the sweep plane to joint into a single
segment. However, during back-tracing it may be necessary to determine which region projected onto which part of the
segment, because the destination may be reachable in an optimum number of bends only from a small portion of the
segment. Therefore a single segment may need not one but many predecessors, and a way of determining which should be
used for which parts of the segment.
A larger discussion of these issues and a detailed description of how to reconstruct the path appears in Section 4.9 of
Wagner’s thesis [20].
8. Future work
The methods described in this paper extend naturally into higher dimensions. The development of higher dimensional
data structures would consequently permit the extension of the minimum link path algorithm into higher dimensions. Most
of the techniques described here can be extended into higher dimensions in a straightforward manner.
It bears mention, however, that the number of projections and stripe calls grows exponentially with the number
of dimensions. The notion of Class A, Class B, and Class C point sets used here corresponds to projecting two-
dimensional data onto two, one, and zero-dimensional space respectively, and then expanding that data again to ﬁll a
two-dimensional rectangle.
One way to think of a projection is that it removes some number of dimensions from the data. In d dimensions it
becomes necessary to perform 2d projections by removing all possible subsets of the d dimensions, and then to expand
each of these back into d dimensions.
Another requirement in extending the algorithm into higher dimensions is the eﬃcient computation of higher dimen-
sional binary space partitions. Dumitrescu, Mitchell, and Sharir have recently discussed this [4].
A more careful description and analysis of these operations is needed. This is left for future work.
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